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The surface phonon dispersion curves have been calculated for fcc (100), t110), and (111) surfaces using molecular dynamics
(MD} s~mulations and Lennard-Jones pair potentials. In ,,he low-temperature limit these MD simalatiors have been compared to
the results from slab-technique lattice dynamics calculations of the type pioneered by Allen, Alldredge and de Wette. We compare
the dispersion results between these two methods as a prelude to MD studies of the dispersion curves at elevated temperatures. At
temperatures where the dynamical behavior is well described within the harmonic approximation, the two techniques should
provide equal descriptions of surface phonon spectral densities and phonon frequencies. In this paper we demonstrate this
agreement.

1. |ntrodution

Over the past twenty years, the surface phonon
dispersion relations of many metals, insulators
and semiconductors have been mapped over their
entire surface Brillouin zones (SBZ) using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and helium
atom scattering (HAS) [1]. To provide a physical
interpretation of the experimental data, many
lattice dynamics models have been constructed,
spanning the range from simple force constant
models [1,2] to ab initio reef.hods [3]. Above all,
these experimental and theoretical studies clearly
indicate that the surface force field can differ
substantially from that of the bulk [1].
Once a dynamical model is developed to describe the surface vibrational behavior, various
methods can be used to calculate the surface
phonon dispersion, which then can be compared
to the experimentally measured curves. One frequently used method is the slab technique (ST),
developed over twenty years ago by Allen, AI!¢t(139-6(~28/92/$05.(10

dredge and de Wette [4-6]. Using the ST, a
microscopic understanding of the surface vibrations can be developed since the dispersion curve
trequencies are calculated directly, along with the
polarization vectors and the vibrational amplitudes of the modes. This is possible because the
dynamical m a t t , is solved for a finite number of
layered slab~ of atoms, and the resulting eigenvector's displacement and its corresponding
eigenvalue can be assigned to a particular slab
layer. Another method is the Green's function
(GF) techeique, which treats the surface lattice
dynamics as a perturbation of the bulk lattice
dynamics [7]. A GF calculation of the surface
dynamical behavior yields information on the surface phonon density of states and clear discrimination between "true" surface localized modes
and surface resonances. This technique is also
favored when calculating defects in a lattice since
the defects can usually be treated as an additional perturbation. A third method which has
not been used as extensively is molecular dynam-
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ics (MD) simulations [8-11]. Here the atoms move
according to Newton's laws of motion, where the
force acting on each atom is obtained by summing the component ,%rces from surrounding
atoms. Using this method, the surface spectral
densities can be obtained by Fourier transforming
the velocity-velocity or displacement-displacement autocorrelation functions [8-12]. Since this
method allows one to study vibrations at finite
temperatures, it can be applied to study temperature dependent phenomena, such as anharmonic
effects on surface dynamics [13-18], soft-mode
driven phase transitions [9-11,19,20], and surface
melting; and disordering [21-26].
Each of these three techniques has advantages
and disadvantages when used for calculating surface vibrations. Typically the ST and GF methods
are preferred, since the surface phonon frequencies and spectral densities cait be obtained without too much computational effort. Howe~er, using the ST to calculate the dynamical properties
of stepped surfaces or surfaces with several basis
atoms becomes computationally cumbersome because large matrices are needed for convergence
of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues. For example,
an early study of stepped Ni surfaces needed to
use many slab layers in order f,ar the slab modes
to converge in frequency [27]. q-his computational
difficulty arises because inverting the dynamical
matrix to find both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors typically involves 3N 3 operations per Q-vector, where N is the dimensionality of the matrix
[28]. ST methods have been developed for stepped
surfaces where the dynamical matrix is solved on
a computer using a symbolic algebra routine, but
even this simplification requires significant computational effort [29]. On the other hand, the
matrix used in GF calculations does not grow in
size as dramatically as the size of the system
increases. In Knipp's calculations of high-Millerindex surfaces, t,~ matrix dimensionality increased proportionately to the number of terrace
atoms [30]. However, GF methods become increasingly difficult when more than first nearest
neighbor interactions are considered. Furthermore, in order to describe vibratio~tal characteristics at higher temperatures, such as changes in
the phonon frequency and linewidth, GF cal, tfla-
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tions must include perturbative terms for the
virtual phonon-phonon interactions [31-34]. requiring further computational effort.
MD simulations require significantly more
computational effort .when compared to ST and
GF calculations when used for calculating the
lattice dynamics at low temperature. This effort is
required because the force acting on each atom
from the shells of neighboring atoms must be
calculated at each time step, and many time steps
are typically needed for sufficient resolution of
the features in the surface phonon spectral density. The computational expenditure for calculating the force cn each atom from the surrounding
atoms goes as the square of number of nearest
neighbors included in the force sum. This implie3
that the dynamics of very large systems might be
better solved using MD simulations than using
the ST or GF methods. The advantage of using
MD simulations is that the temperature dependence of phonon modes can be calculated directly. Elevated temperature effects on surface
phonon dynamics form the subject of the following paper (paper II) as well as that for subsequent work on stepped and basal surfaces using
LJ and Finnis-Sinclair potentials [35,36]. One of
the disadvantages of this technique is that only
certain values in reciprocal lattice can be simultaneous sampled. This disadvantage cap be overcome by using differently sized surfaces to fill in
the wavevector dependence of the dispersion relations. Another disadvantage of the MD method
is that c.qly the spectral density is calculated,
therefore the actual atomic displacement of the
vibrational mode can only be inferred h~om the
polarization of the calculated spectral densities.
In this paper we concentrate on using low-temperature MO simulations and LJ pair potentials
to calculate the surface phonon spectral densities
for fcc (100), (110), and (111) surfaces. These MD
results wiii then be compared with ti~ose calculated using the ST. We first discuss general characteristics of the MD te~-hnique we used, including lattice constant selection, equilibration criteria, and how the surface ph6non spectral densities were calculated. We then briefly discuss how
the ST calculations were carried out. We report
the results of the low-temperature simulations,
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and discuss the criteria used to determine when
equilibrium is reached. Interesting temperature
fluctuations which are due to the finite size of the
system are also presented. Finally, we compare
the dispersion relations obtairred using MD and
ST methods, and compare the calculated spectral
densities at one wavevector for the (110) surface.

2. Background

total energy drops during the simulation, using a
5th-order PC was typically 50-100 times greater
than if a 7th-order PC was used. For all simulations reported here a total energy drain of no
more than 2.0 x 10-4% occurred over the 4096
time steps collected for generating each phonon
spectrum.
The force F~ acting on the ith atom is a sum of
the component forces acting on the ith atom, and
is given by,
O2ri

In this section we present the equations and
methods which we have used for calculating the
surface phonon dispersion relations for the three
basal planes of fcc crystals. The formalism we use
for calculating the surface phonon dispersion relations from MD simulations has been drawn
from previously published work [8-13,16,37,38].
We outline the technique and equations used for
transforming the velocity vectors of the surface
atoms into the surface phonon spectral densities.
We also present the slab technique equations
from which we calculated the surface phonon
dispersion relations and surface spectral densities
that were later compared to the MD simulation
results.

2.1. Molecular dynamics simulations
To obtain the surface phonon spectra, Newton's equation of motion, F = ma, is integrated.
The integration of this equation should use the
largest time step possible while still maintaining
good total energy conservation. We find that a
7th-order predictor-corrector (PC) algorithm satisfi{:s thesc two requirements [39]. Generally, using PC's with orders greater than 7 do not increase the accuracy of the calculation nor the
maximum time step that can be taken [40]. We
found that using PC's of orders less than 7 substantially increased the numerical error from in. . . . . . .
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overall efficiency of the integrator is to monitor
the total energy during the simulation, which
should ideally maintain a constant value. The
energy drain, defined as the rate at which the
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where bold letters designate vectors, m i is the
mass, and r i is the position coordinate. The component forces F i are found by differentiating a
scalar potential multiplied by the magnitude of
the force acting in the .~, ~, or £ direction. We
have used a Lennard-Jones (LI) 6-12 potential
for all calculations in this paper, which is given
by:

4,(r;i ) = 4 e

{2}

--

rij

rU

It is well understood that LJ potentials do not
accurately model metals or semiconductors [37].
However, they have a simple analytical form and
surface phonon dispersion curves have been calculated for LJ solids using the ST methods [5].
The total potential energy of the simulated solid,
/}tot, is equal to
N

NN

1

Pro, = ~ ~2 ~2 ~b(rii ),

(3)

i=1 j=l

where i is summed over all atoms in the simulation, N, and j is a sum over the shell of ir.teraction neighbors, NN.
When using Lennard-Jones potentials the
lengths and the time can be expressed Jr} dimensionless units S = r/(r and r = t/(Mcr2/e) 1/2 [5].
With these substitutions, the equations of motion
then become t""~
oj.
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Fig. 1. Plotted in t h e "'~ft h a n d c o l u m n are the g e o m e t r i c

arrangement of atoms for lfc (100), (110), and (! 11) surfaces.
In the middle column zhe reciprocal lattice or surface BritIoum zorn; ,.t,,,-c:;w'-ai,~t~ to each direct lattice is shown. On
the right-hand side are plotted the major dh~.cti:;::- in )he
surface plane. These are the same geometries and directions
used by Alien, AIIdredge and de Wette [5].

w h e r e Sij is given by:
=

,
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and the sum c~ is over the three c o m p o n e n t s of
motion.
At the start of each simulation, the initial
conditions of the parallelepiped slab are established, two sides of which are free surfaces. The
remaining four sides are s u r r o u n d e d by periodic
b o u n d a r y conditions [37]. T h e surface geometries
and directions used in this study are shown in fig.
1. T h e .I? unit direction is always chosen so that
the surface atoms are only one atomic spacing, a,
a p a r t from each other. T h e .~ unit direction is
chosen to be 3 ) = u fc, r the (100k ~ = ( f 2 ) a
for
the (110); and ~3 = ( f S / 2 ) a for the (111). f h e 2

unit direction is chosen to be normal to the
surface.
At every temperature, T *
where T* =
( m / k u ) T , the lattice constant a must be set to
account for the thermal expansion of the lattice.
T h e lattice constant is set to establish the periodic b o u n d a r y length which is held constant during the simulation. This allows interplanar expansion of the lattice normal to the surface plane,
but keeps the intraplanar lattice spacing fixed.
T h e lattice constant is set at each T* to account
for the bulk thermal expansion and is described
by the functional form, a = c o + t I T * + C2T*2,
where Co= 1.0903o., c I =0.0295o., and c 2 =
0.072o'. This functional form has been chosen
since it well describes the thermal expansion of
the heavier rare gas solids [41]. The values of c o ,
c~, and c 2 were obtained by fitting the lattice
constant a at three t e m p e r a t u r e s , a = 1.14 at
T * = 0 . 6 5 5 [37], which is the melting t e m p e r a ture, a = 1.115 at T* = 0.30 [38], and a = 1.0903
at T * = 0.0, which is obtained by minimization of
the bulk potential energy.
Since more than 95% of the program run time
is spent calculating the force sums, it is desirable
to calculate them efficiently at eve:T time step
over all atoms where the m t e r a c n o n is significant.
To expedite these force sum calculations, a table
of neighboring atoms is calculatcd out to a particular radius around each atom, In +,hl,'spaper, ;'~ is
set to include a maximum of 176 atoms i,9 shells
of interactions), or r c = 3.0a. Any atom beyond
this radius contributes only a 0.0142% increase to
the total potential energy, and a negative force of
F; = - 0 . 0 0 4 139E/o. as c o m p a r e d to the force at
r c = a , which is F i = 8.376e/o.. This table decreases the total computational time n e e d e d because only the forces orginating from atoms at
less that the cutoff radius, r c, are calculated
during each time step, r a t h e r than using all atoms
that comprise the solid.
T h e simulation t e m p e r a t u r e is chosen by scaling the velocities of the system [37]. The temperature T * = ( m i / k u ) T of the system is related to
the velocities of the atoms by:
1

N

3Ni=

3
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where S~ denotes the first derivative of the scaled
position, $7', with respect to time. A Maxwellian
distribution of velocities is assigned randomly to
the ensemble of atoms, except for one bulk atom
which is not assigned. This atom's velocity is
assigned with the constraint that the sum of the
crystal momentum be zero. After the velocities
are assigned, the temperature of the ensemble is
calculated and the velocities are then scaled to
match the assigned temperature.
For a Maxavellian distribution in three dimensions, thermal equilibrium is attained when a(7),
which is:
N

values ot the F r id-vcct~ arc ac.':eqsihl~, This is
because the n x n 2D surface positions are real,
and the corresponding 2D FT of these positions
1
gives ~n
+ 1 unique Q-vector values.
At the program's completion the Q-resolved
velocity vectors ,~"(Q; l~, 7) are transformed to
yield the phonon spectral density functions
g"~(Q; l~, to). The spectral density function is the
FT of the velocity-velocity autocorrelation, and is
given by

g'~(Q; Iz, to) = f

3

×

( l / N ) E Y'-{S~'(r)2) 2
Of(T)

N

3

2

of

'-

"-

*". . . . . . . .

e ....
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: ......

tion of the differential equations then proceeds
for about 2000 time steps. At the conclusion of
this integration time, the simulation ensemble is
considered to be in equilibrium because a ( r ) =
5,/3, and both free surfaces have reached the
simulation temperature. Surface phonon spectral
densities taken after this number of time steps
yield essentially identical spectra.
When equilibrium is reached, the integration
continues for 4096 time steps and the two-dimensional Q-resolved velocity vectors are stored.
These velocity vectors, S~(C; }~) ure given by
o(Q. ,-~ ) = x-"
z.~

J

~'

Iz, r)St3(Q; Iz, 0))

(9)

(7)

equals 5 / 3 [37,42]. Because a finite number of
atoms are simulated, Of(r) fluctuates around 5 / 3
and the fluctuations are of order 1/~/N [42]. The
quantity Of(r), along with T*, potential energy,
P*, and total energy, E*, of the whole ensemble
are stored and can be checked during the simulation. Also stored for each time step are the
icntpclaiulc~

(S"(Q;

<S~(Q; lz, 0)St3(Q; lz, 0))

i=l a

--

d7 exp(itot)
mOO

,
(j; ,~)
,.,.,-,i';n. S( J;.' 'Iz J~1
" " l a [ ~1~;
|,

t~ ,~~

and are obtained by taking the discrete 2D
Fourier transform (FT) of the j atoms in the l~th
plane. In eq. (8), Q is a wavevector parallel to the
surface, and S(j; l~) is the current position of the
jth atom in the l~th layer. Since the surface
contains a finite number of atoms, only integral

To evaluate g'~(Q; IT, co), we take advantage of
the co,elation theorem, which replaces the double sum needed for the correlation in the time
domain with one complex multiplication in the
frequency domail~ [28]. This method is also faster
when the FT are pen'ormed using a fast-FT (FFT)
algorithm [28]. The Q-resolved velocity vectors,
S~(Q; t~, r), are FFTed and the corresponding
correlation function found by multiplying
S'~(Q; ~:, o~) by
the
complex
conjugate
SmQ::: l:, ~)::. This product i~ then back-transformed to the time domain and the product norrealized by the denominator in eq. (9) to obtain
the autocorrelated functions. The correlation
function g~(Q; l~, r) is then FFTed again to get

to).
The spectral density f"~(Q; lz, to) shown in all
figures is obtained by taking the power spectrum
of g'~'(Q; lz, to). For the time step we used, h, an
energy resolution of A t o r e s = 2~r/(h x 4096) is
achieved, where the frequency, to is in units
related to the LI potential by co = ~/e/Mo -2 [5]. In
this paper, h = 0.0087, which corresponds to a
frequency resolution of Ao)~¢~=0.i9i7oJ. The
surface phonon spectra for both free surfaces are
then added together.
All MD spectral densities f"~(Q; l., co) are
shown as calculated, i.e., no Gaussian filtering
was use,~. [38]. The spectral densities are the sum
of 4 averaged simulation runs taken from consecutive runs. Upon completion of the simulation,
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the atomic positions were checked to make sure
that they had not moved out of their assigned
lattice positions.

2.2. Slab calcula:ions
The low-temperature (T* =0.02) phonon
spectral densities and frequencies obtained from
the MD simulations discussed above were compared to spectral densities and frequencies obtained using the ST as originally described by
Allen, Alldredge and de Wette in their pioneering study ef surface phonons [5]. Before calculating the dynamical properties of the lattice with
the ST the slab layers were first allowed to relax,
until the net force acting on each slab layer was
zero. This process was repeated in a consistent
manner until the layer relaxations converged.
The ST calculation gives the eigenvalues
to"(Q; l~) z and eigenvectors e"(Q; Iz) of the dynamical matrix D"t3(Q; l~, l'~) as a function of Q;

al 1

When I z = 1~ and j = j ' in eq. (11), the value of
• "t3(l., j; l', j ' ) is equal to the negative sum over
the l'th and j ' t h atoms. Th-s is the self-interaction term and is added to the other terms in eq.
(11). Since in this term the positions R0(j; l Z) and
go(/', l'~) akc identical, the exponential term
in eq. (11) is zero. This term is the restoring
force on the jth atom in the lzth layer from the
rest of the lattice [43]. A detailed formula for
D'~t3(Q; l z, l~) using a LJ(6-12) potential was
previously derived by Allen and de Wette [44].
The square root of the eigenvalues ~o"(Q; lz) are
plotted as a function of Q for the three surfaces
studies and are shown in ref. [5] and are shown
later in this paper in figs. 7-9.
In addition to calculating the energies of the
modes, the layer-by-layer spectral densities can
also be calculated by:

p~,t3(Q; lz ' ¢o)
= ~e"(Q;

l~)et~(Q; l'~)*6(w-o.,,,).

(13)

yI

to"(Q; lz)Ze~'(Q; lz)

= ~_.~D'~t3(Q; l~, l')et3(Q, l'),
t" t3

(10)

where D"t3(Q; l~, l'~) for a one component system
is given by:

D~tJ( Q; 1~, 1'~)
-- { M } - ' E ~ " ~ ( i ~ , j; ,"., i')

ry'
×exp(iQ. {R0(j; l~) - R o ( j ' ,

l;)}).

(11)

The dynamical matrix D~'t3(Q; l~, l'~) is the layerby-la~er 2D FT of the force constant matrix
q)~t3(l~, j; l~, j'), and is related to the first and
second derivatives of the LJ(6-12) pair potential
by
qb,,t3(l=, j; l', j ' )
.--

~

J J ' ~ .IJ

~ ) tt

+ ~cb'(S#,).
Sji ,

The spectral densities p,~t3(Q; lz ' w) for a given Q
were obtained by multiplying the layer-by-layer
eigenvectors by a I_~rentzian whose width was
equal to the time resolution of the MD simulation. The spectral densities obtained via MD sire
ulafions and slab calculations ha,,e recently been
shown to be identical within the harmonic approximation [45]. Similar agreement has already
~,,..,a,.~
been demonstrated for -"-'~
.... spectral densities
nhtained usimz the ST and GF method~ for O on
Ni(ll 1) [46].

(12)

3. Simulation results and discussion
The low-temperature simulations, T * = 0.02,
were performed mainly to confirm that the
molecular dynamics program was working correctly. At this T*, the atoms vibrate near their
equilibrium lattice positions and their dynamics
can be described within the harmonic approximation [37]. Schommers has stated that anharmonic
contlibutions to the dynamics in LJ solids should
1
become important when T * = 3Tin" in the bulk
and at T* = gTm
1 .~ at the surface [37]. At T* =
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0.02, which is 3.1% of the bulk melting temperature of LJ solids, anharmonic effects should De
negligible and the two methods, MD and SC,
should give identical results.
During the simulations we monitored the intrinsic properties, such as temperature and total
potential energy, of :~e atomic ensemble. The
temperature T* versus time for a (100) surface
at T * -- 0.02 is plotted in fig. 2 for a 12 x 12 x 41
(i.e., Ix x ly x I z) dimensioned slab. At the start of
the simulation, T* is set to twice the desired
kinetic energy (T* =0.04). As the simulation
proceeds, T* drops and fluctuates about T * =
0.02. At 1"= 0, Ptot (defined in eq. (3)) is equal to
Plat, and this value of /'tot is the lowest that
occurs during the simulation. The dynamical potential energy, P*, which is plotted in fig. 2, is
the difference between these two potential energies, or P * = Ptot- Plat" As can be seen in fig. 2,
P* fluctuates about 0.02 as is expected from the
equipartition of energy. Also plotted in fig. 2 is
the total energy of the system E* = P* + T* =
0.04. The total energy E* should remain constant
throughout the entire simulation. However, it
slowly and continuously drops during the simulation, due to numerical error of the integrator.
This drop in E* is insignificant, and is less than
1 × 1 0 - 4 % of the total energy. The simulation
statistics are not influenced by this drop in E*,
0.05

' ' ' , ' ' ' , ' ' ' , ' ' ' L ' . '

0.04
0.03
"7~

0.02
0.01

P*

0

2

4

6

8

10

time ( x )
Fig. 2. Plot o f the t e m p e r a t u r e , T * , versus time for a (100)
s u r f a c e with d i m e n s i o n s o f ( 1 2 x 1 2 x 4 1 ) . T h e simulation t e m p e r a t u r e is T * = 0.02. T h e time d e p e n d e n c e of the p o t e n t i a l
e n e r g y F * a n d the total e n e r ~ E * are also plotted. N o t e
that E * = T * + P *

0.04
m

0.03

tO

~'~

0.02

0.00
0

20

40

60

80

time ( x )
Fig. 3. Plot o f t h e two surface t e m p e r a t u r e s Ts~ and Ts~
versus t i m e for a 41-layer thick slab, w i t h a 1 2 × 12 d i m e n s i o n e d (100) s u r f a c e .

nor does the simulation temperature noticeably
decrease.
In fig. 3 the two surface temperatures T~' and
J ~ are plotted versus time (the subscript sl refers
to the top layer and s2 refers to the bottom
layer). T~" starts off at a higher temperature than
7;.*
s 2 , which is due to how the initial coordinates
and second derivatives are iteratively solved at
the start of the simulation. These iterative solutions are solved starting from the top surface
layer, proceeding through the bulk, and finishing
with the bottom surface layer. After about 1000
time steps, both surfaces achieve the same surface temperature to within the random noise
fluctuations.
Plotted in fig. 4 is the value of a(~') as a
function of time. As the simulation proceeds,
a(~') approaches the value of 5 / 3 , which is shown
in fig. 4 as a solid horizontal line. The distribution of a(z) is Gaussian and has a standard
deviation of 0.023, about 75% greater than
(1 / ~ ) . This deviation larger than (1 / ~ ) in
a('r) is due to fluctuations which will be discussed
shortly. Equilibrium was assumed to be achieved
when a(z) = 5 / 3 and when the surface temperatures T~" and T~ fluctuated around the simulation temperature. Simulations calculated under
these conditions produced spectra that had the
same surface phonon frequencies alld intensities.
A closer examinatio: ol T* for longer total
integration tir,2~ shows that the temperature
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Fig. 4. Plot of a ( r ) versus time. As described in the text a ( r )
fluctuates about 5/3, which is shown in the figure by a solid
horizontal line. The distribution of values for a(~') is shown
from "r = 10-80.

fluctuates periodically, and that this fluctuation
depends on the thickness of the MD slab. In fig.
5 T * values from three different simulations
each with approximately the same number of
particles, but with different slab thicknesses, are
plotted. As the slab thickness was increased the
time between these fluctuations increased linearly at a rate of 0.156r per slab layer. The
frequency spectrum of T * for the 12 × 12 × 41
simulation is shown in fig. 6, and the inset is a
blowup of the low-frequency region of this spectrum. T~vo low-frequency features appear, one at

Fig. 6. The frequency spectrum for the 41-layer simulation
from fig. 5. In the inset is a blowup of the low-frequency
n gion of the spectrum, which shows that these frequencies
correspond to the ~-component of motion phonon frequency
at F and its first harmonic.

a frequency equal to 1.0¢o and a second equal to
2.0~o, which is the first harmonic of the first. At
higher temperatures ( T * - - 0 . 1 0 ) the 2nd harmonic (3.0~0) of this frequency was also observed.
(Further investigation of the possibility of observing still higher harmonics were not conducted).
These low-frequency modes correspond to the
time between the oscillations that occur in fig. 5,
and have the same frequency as the ~,-polarized
phonon mode at the zone origin (i.e., F). The
temperature fluctuations observed in fig. 5 are
due to low-frequency motions of the entire slab.
Other than increasing the intensity, of the F mode,
the oscillation of T* does not seem to influence
the shorter wavelength modes, since the surface
temperature, Tl* and T2*, do not show this oscillation. Any influence that this oscillation may
have on the modes near the zone origin is not
considered further, since these modes are not
calculated accurately by either the ST or MD due
to the finite sizes of the computed systems.
If a larger value of the lattice constant (a =
1 no'~) ~ ,,~ed in the simulations ~t T * = O_f}2~
these long wavelength oscillations disappear. The
reason these osciliafions disappear can be traderstood by noticing that the surface atomic spacing,
set at the start of the simulation, is smaller than
the atomic spacing that would be calculated by
minimizing the potential energy at the surface.
This is an effect due to the change in the number
M
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bottom panel: 41 layers• For each simulation T* = 0.02. The
top two simulation temperatures have been offset by 0.05 and
0.10, resl~ectively.
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of nearest neighbors which occurs at the surface.
For example, the minimum in potential energy
for a two-atom system occurs at an interatomic
separation of 1.122o"; the minimum in potential
energy for a two-dimensional hexagonal sheet of
atoms occurs at an interatomic separation of
1.115o-; and for a bulk three-dimensional crystal
it occurs at a lattice separation of 1.0903o-. During the simulation, the interlayer spacing increases normal to the surface plane to lower the
pote,fial energy of the simulation ensemble.
However, the periodic boundary conditions that
I: L-~
are estab,ts,,~u
at the start of the simulation lock
the intraplanar atomic positions to the bulk intraplanar atomic positions. A motion which bows
the surface outward would increase both the interlayer and the intralayer lattice spacing and
subsequently reduce the potential energy of the
entire ensemble. This motion would be similar to
the displacements of a Rayleigh wave at F. The
temperature oscillations observed in fig. 5 coincide with these potential oscillations, since T* =
E * - P * , where E * is constant.
The M D spectral density peaks are shown as
open circles for the (100) surface in fig. 7, for the
(110) in fig. 8, and for the (111) in fig. 9. The
phonon frequer~cies obtained usiug the ST
method are also plotted in figs. 7 - 9 as solid lines.
The o)'~(Q; l~) for these figures were obtained
using 41 slab layers with a cutoff radius of 176
3t3
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"-" 20
t~O
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t~

15
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Y

F

Fig. 8. Same as fig. 7, except for the (110) and a 12x12
arrangement of surface atoms, which results in a 7x7 Q
vector sampling of the surface phonons.

NN, with the matrix diagonalization performed at
20 equally spaced Q values between the highsymmetry points. The spectral peaks that are
plotted are the major peaks in the J~-El, .~-zx,
and ~ - O autocorrelated spectral densities,
f'~O(Q; I z, ¢o). The MD simulation size for the
(100) and (111) surfaces was 10 x 1 0 x 31, and
the size for the (110) surface was 12 x 12 x 41.
This gives reciprocal space dimensions of 6 x 6
for the (100) and (111), and 7 x 7 for the (110).
The MD results are in excellent agreement with
the ST calculations in frequency. T h e directional
components of the vibrations also agree well with
the ST calculated ones as first reported by Allen,
Alldredge and de Wette [5]_ In particular, the S~
mode's spectral density at X on the (100) surface
has mainly a j%component of motion which agrees
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with the shear horizontal character of this m6de.
Another example of this agreement between "he
MD and ST is the switch ,hat occurs in the
directional component of the S~ mode on the
(110) surface, from a ~-component of motion
near X to a ~-comI; ment between X - S [5].
To check for size effects on the calculated
phonon modes, various differently sized simulations for a LI(100) surface were tried. Even for
the smallest simulation with ensemble dimensions
of 6 x 6 × 21, ne change was observed in the
calculated frequencies of the short wavelength
modes (i.e., near X and M). However, as the
number of layers in the ensemble was reduced
the frequency of the F mode increased in frequency at the rate of 0.028to per layer. For an
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infinitely thick ensemble the freq,,ency of the
mode equals zero, but does not in our simula,ons
because the ensemble thickness is finite.
A plot comparing the spectral density functions calculated by MD, eq. (8), and ST, eq. (13),
for the .~, ~, and ~ polarizations are shown in the
upper and lower panels of fig. 10, respectively.
The spectral densities plotted in fig. 10 were
obtained for the (110) surface at Y. The MD
frequency resolution shown in fig. 10 is Ato,~s =
0.1917(o. This resolution was used in the corresponding ST calculations in order to facilitate
comparison of the spectral densities generated by
the two methods. In fig. 10, the MD simulation
freqencies are slightly rcd-shilted trom the ST
calculations. This discrepancy is due to the difference in the interlayer expansion of the lattice,
wh.;-h was slightly larger in the MD simulations
than in the ST calculations [13]. Because the MD
interlayer spacings are larger, the effective force
constant between the first and second layer will
['e reduced, thereby lowering the phonon frequency. Despite this small discrepancy, the overall agreement in both frequency and inte:lsity of
tbe modes between these two methods is excellent. The spectral densities obtained using the ST
and MD techniques also show excellent agreement for the LJ(1,.90)surface at X and for L J ( l l l )
surface at M but are not shown.
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Fig. 10. This plot compares the spectral densities obtained
from ST calculations (upper panel) and from MD simulations
(lowel panel) for the Y modes on a (110) surface. The .~
direction is the short-d':shed line, the .f direction is the
long-dashed line, and the ~ direction is the solid line.

4. C o n c l u s i o n s

In this paper we have demonstrated that the
surface phonon frequencies and spectral densities
calculated using MD simulations agree well with
the results obtained using the ST for temperatures where the lattice dynamics is described
within the harmonic approximation. We have outlined the process used to calculate me surface
phonon spectral densities using MD simulations.
Particular attention has been paid to the intrinsic
properties of the ensemb/e of atoms during the
simulations in order to ensure that the surface
phonon spectral densities are taken for an equilibrated ensemble. Our results indicate that once a
model potential is developed the lattice dynamics
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can be well described using MD simulations for
comparison with experiment.
The real power of MD simula'lolaS lies in the
ability to calculate the tempera~ture dependence
of the surface phonon features. This will be especially important as we seek to ,develop a better
understanding of how anhamaonicity influences
surface dynamical behavior as the temperature is
increased. Results from elevated temperature
simulations will be presented in paper II of this
series.
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